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Brief History

The new dictionary, now known as the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (or
ODNB), was published on 23 September 2004 in 60 volumes in print and in an
online edition for subscribers at the same time. Since 2005 online updates have
extended the Dictionary’s coverage in three annual updates, published every January,
May, and September.

Scope and Coverage
The Oxford Dictionary of National Biography is the national record of men and
women who’ve shaped British life from the Romans to the 21st century. Naturally, it
includes all of the greatest figures from the past. But it also contains thousands of
men and women with close ties to particular counties, towns, and villages whose
regional importance means they now appear in the national biography. As well as
more than 58,000 biographies, the Oxford DNB includes over 11,500 portraits
curated by the National Portrait Gallery.

Kind of Information
Entries seek to provide a concise and balanced account of a person’s life, date and
place of birth and death,work, and historical significance, marriage. The average
word length for an entry is c.1000 words.
Oxford DNB entries vary in length depending on the person under discussion. At
their longest (e.g. Churchill, Shakespeare or Elizabeth I) entries run to c.35, 000
words, in addition to detailed list of sources. In contrast, some of the shortest entries
(e.g. for very obscure medieval subjects) can be as little as 50 words.

Special Features

 A number of search options are available.

Themes are appeared by option and members on themes are linked to full
biographies of the site. Theme context is there to place people in historical context.
Themes come in three forms:





reference lists—records of office or post-holders (e.g. British prime ministers,
viceroys of India, or Oscar winners in the ODNB).
reference groups—concise essays on well-known historical clubs, gangs, and
assemblies showing how people came together and what they achieved
collectively (e.g. the Gunpowder plotters, the Chartists, or the Angry Young
Men).
feature essays—personal perspectives by specialist authors on some wellknown historical events (e.g. Roman Britain, the Great Fire of London, or
appeasement).

 Oxford biography of Index shows listing of people.
 Month-wise recent update is also available in this site. New
biographies and themes are updated every January, May, and
September.
 Navigate of article text with subheadings and that is appeared left side
of each article.
 Information of article portrait is also available by clicking on the
portrait attaching with article.
 Links to the pages of external resources showing the biography of
same persons.
 Related biography, references are also available with each article.

Arrangement Pattern

Entries are arranged alphabetically by surname, by birth date order and also by death
date order.

Remarks

Comparable Tools

Date of Access

The online version has an advanced search facility, allowing a search for people by
area of interest, religion and "Places, Dates, Life Events”. It covers biographical
sketches of Britain notable figures.






Dictionary of Irish Biography (http://dib.cambridge.org/)
Australian Dictionary of Biography (http://adb.anu.edu.au/)
Dictionary of Canadian Biography (http://www.biographi.ca/en/index.php)
American National Biography Online (
http://anb.org/login.html?url=%2Farticles%2Fhome.html&ip=112.133.231.1
75&nocookie=0)
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